
Warm Up

Sunday’s Thread: God’s people wisely treasure and teach God’s priceless promises and truth.

Share: What does it mean to treasure something?
Hold dear. Devote to. Attend to. Value highly.

How do you identity what your children treasure?
You children - gather, spend time with, take to bed, protective of, show affection

How do you identify what others treasure? - what you treasure?
What the resources of time, attention, and money flow toward

1. Sermon for August 9, 2020

Text: Romans 8:28-30

Theme: Knowing that everything is working together for your good is life-changing!

Share your questions or comments regarding Sunday’s sermon.

Share your questions or comments regarding Sunday’s sermon text.

2. Share what you heard. The Sermon focused on 3 questions. Please answer them.

 To whom does this good news apply?

Those who love the God - in an emphatic position - character, not criteria; 

those called according to God’s purpose - those with a New Self.

 What is the good?

God’s purpose - to conform us to the image of his Son, restored in God’s image, glorified

 How do we know this?
Know - by cognitive acquisition, God taught you by revelation through his word, the Word

It goes back into eternity and forward into eternity with facts we were taught, confirmed by the
Spirit (Romans 8:16,17). Note God’s follow through. Foreknew (now by relationship, personally),
Predestined, Called, Justified, Glorified. Note: which ones experienced?

Paul speaks about these all as accomplished facts. Glorified is as good as done.

Did you catch the connection with Romans 8:18,19 - the glory that will be revealed in/to us.

3. What added comfort is found in the phrase work together for the good....?
Not disjointed or forced to come out in the end. Coordinated by God. Satan’s evil plans
backfire on him and his own.

4. What challenges the life-changing power of this good news for you?
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First Lesson: 1 Kings 3:5-12

4. Many of us grew up learning that Solomon asked the LORD for wisdom.  (cf. v. 12)
 NIV: a discerning heart to govern your people and to distinguish between right and wrong
 EHV: a perceptive heart to judge your people, to distinguish between good and evil, 
 CSB: a receptive heart to judge your people and to discern between good and evil
 ESV: an understanding mind to govern your people, that I may discern between good and evil

The Hebrew literally says: a heart that listens

Remembering the heart in both Hebrew and Greek are the center of our being (not the center of
emotions) what was Solomon asking for? What’s the benefit/downside of each translation?

A heart/being wise enough to thoroughly listen and perceive what was meant, what was
true, what was deception and ill motives. 

So it is not a know it all. But a perceptive student, using God’s truth to see reality.

5. What does this request reflect about Solomon’s character? What did Solomon treasure?
Humility. A Servant heart. Devoted to Yahweh. Eager to be faithful in his calling.
Wanting the best for his people. Fully aware that not all the people are honest, good, true.

6. As we listen to the many issues today that are polarizing the people of our nation, how would
we let healing begin with us by asking God for a perceptive heart and pursuing one? Where
would we start?

Humble prayer, asking for forgiveness for jumping to conclusions, and judging other as if
we know their circumstances.

Start by listening to their experiences, feelings, needs, hurts.

Don’t just listen to those who agree with us and affirm our opinions.

Be open to listening to those who share the encouragement of the word, to avoid lies and
deceptions, but also to understand the way sin and deception work.

7. Compare these translations of verse 6. What stands out?

 NIV: You have shown great kindness to your servant, my father David, because he was
faithful to you and righteous and upright in heart.

 CSB: You have shown great and faithful love to your servant, my father David, because he
walked before you in faithfulness, righteousness, and integrity.

 EHV: You have shown great mercy and faithfulness to your servant, my father David, just as
he walked before you in truth, righteousness, and uprightness of heart toward you.

Translation of chesed. NIV & CSB both make David’s action the cause of God’s
faithfulness. WRONG! Walk - describes and ongoing relationship/lifestyle/journey
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Gospel Lesson: Matthew 13:44-52

8. The kingdom of heaven is like....
 heaven - addressed to Jews who substitute words for God to avoid misusing God’s names.
 kingdom - What constitutes a kingdom?

The reign of a king over subjects. Not a location or territory. Not heaven itself.

Clearly Jesus is not describing a place with these parables. What is he describing?
The behavior of the kingdom people - those under the reign and influence of this king.
These activities are characteristic of those who delight to live under this king. So it is the
MO of kingdom people. It reveals the kingdom’s economy.

9. The first two parables in this text teach the same things about the behavior of kingdom people.
What is characteristic of the people under God’s rule and influence?

They love in search of the kingdom treasures and when found spare nothing to acquire and
keep these treasures

10. The closing parable: 

 NIV: every teacher of the law who has become a disciple in the kingdom of heaven

 HCSB: every student of Scripture instructed in the kingdom of heaven

 EHV: every expert in the law who has been trained as a disciple in the kingdom of heaven

The Greek literally: every scribe who was made a student/follower in the kingdom of heaven

The Scribes, educated to read and write of the Scriptures, thus teachers of Scripture. Thus:
everyone well trained in the Scriptures who has been trained as a disciple....

What does this closing parable contribute to the first 2 parables?
Those search for and acquire kingdom treasures show they value them by bringing them out
to share with others - to teach them, so they may have the treasure - wise for rescue…

11. How does the third parable fit in this set of instructions by our Lord?
This is the way God’s reigns - the way he operates.

At the end of the age - the Last Day - he will separate those who want to live under his
reign from those who rebel against it. He will treasure those who treasure what he treasures.

Anyone with this piece of information is wise if he believes God, wakes up, and sees what
good things God offers as lasting and real treasure.

Wisdom calls of us not just to know this, but actually treasure real treasure. It lasts!
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